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Note: High species richness at large distance from wetlands, area largely unsampled

Conservation plans often seek to make reserves to maximize
species diversity in a region. Selection of appropriate sites is
often complicated, modeling approaches typically do not allow
for heterogeneity of species or of locations. Here, a Bayesian
logistic regression for species richness is applied allowing for
each species to be modeled individually, and richness metrics
are applied once probabilities of presence are estimated
following Gelfand et al, 2005. Random effects for location are
also estimated, allowing for freedom to note patterns
unobserved in the linear predictors.
Figures:
Left: Species richness maps for all model scenarios
Above: Grid of mean distance to wetlands over study
area

•Species richness of 15 warbler species was modeled from Michigan
dataset provided by Ed Laurent
•There were 433 observations used, 2987 grid cells
•Linear model component uses covariates averaged over grid cells
•Used mean distance to wetlands, lakes, and streams, as well as
proportion of grid comprised of aspen, northern hardwoods, and
water pixels in the landcover dataset

•Non-spatial model uses “simple” hierarchical Bayesian logistic
regression
• Key parameter is the probability of presence in each grid
level
•Spatial model adds a random effect in the logistic equation for each
grid cell
• Random effects follow a conditional autoregressive model
• Random effects used to increase probability of presence if a
neighboring cell has the species, and decrease the probability if a
neighboring cell lacks the species
•Species richness defined by summing the expected presence of
each species for each grid cell
• 0.5 Threshold: Present (presence=1) in grid if probability of
presence is greater than 0.5
•Sowa threshold: Present if probability of presence is greater
than 0.5*(Global maximum presence probability for that
species), increasing the probability of including rare species
•Used SAS, R, ArcGIS, WinBUGS, Excel
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•Hierarchical Bayesian models allow for great flexibility in
modeling
•Different linear models can be used for each species
•Different criteria for estimating richness can weight for rare
species, target species
•Non-spatial model is very sensitive to choice of input model
•Intensity of sampling design may also influence prediction
•Non-spatial model:
•Results in higher expected species richness across the majority of the
landscape relative to the spatial model
•Highly influenced by the extreme high values of distance to wetlands
(see figure), largely unsampled
•Sowa threshold left huge impact on landscape, implying that large numbers
of species have very low maximum predicted presence
•Spatial model:
•Results in relatively low abundances, relative to non-spatial model
•Tighter clustering in some areas
•Sowa threshold made little impact, implying the model predicted much
higher presences for maximum presence, but many low values as well
•Wetlands:
•Large impact when large distance magnitude in NE corner
•Sign on the mean coefficient value changes between models (below)
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•Spatial model
•Relatively robust, could provide management with more
information to find target reserve areas
•Seems to be more capable of providing strong weighting of
presence probabilities
•Distribution of the random effects parameters may provide
additional insight

Assessment
•More robust model selection for each species should be done if
using this method
•Each species may be evaluated using cross-validation metrics,
Kappa may be appropriate
•Incorporation of species interactions
•Investigation in cells with very high random effects values may be
insightful
•Differ from the linear model, may suggest unknown process
important to species
•May suggest connectivity very important
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